
NEW VENICE SKYLINE

The Luce Sulla Citta generates a new Skyline of Venice and builds 
up a new building type in the old city center.

SUPPORTING ASYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE

This asymmetrical, biomimic, hybrid structure carries horizontal 
loads, such as wind and other forces. In addition, it supports the 
main tower structure. It consists of three different beam types for 
different kinds of forces.

MAIN TOWER STRUCTURE

The main tower structure carries the vertical loads and builds up 
the main structure, that carries the loads from the linear cube 
structures.

LINEAR CUBE STRUCTURES

The cube structures carry the traffi c loads of the upcoming tourists 
and visitors, as well as the  building functions. They are supported 
by the biomimic structures and fi xed on the main tower.

BIOMIMIC BEAM SYSTEM

From left to right: Phase 1 carries main loads and handles traction 
and compressive forces. Phase 2 is a supporting beam system 
and carries mainly compression forces. Phase 3 consists of steel 
ropes and reacts mainly on traction forces. These three phases 
result in a hybrid structure system.

ELEVATION 1:200
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VENICE MAP AND VAPORETTO CUBES

This map shows the distribution of the glowing vaporetto stations, 
which can be seen from the observation platform in the Luce Sulla 
Citta.

NEW VENICE SKYLINE
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Luce Sulla Città.
Venice Lighthouse Competition Proposal

The Luce Sulla Citta is design for the 2012/2013 Lighthouse Com-
petition in Venice. The term was to design a new concept for the 
Santa Lucia train station place, the Piazza Roma or both. For our 
concept we decided to design a new idea for the Piazza Roma. The 
place is the main entrance point to the old city center of Venice. 
Most of all visitors, tourists and workers arrive at this point. The pla-
ce as itself is just used for traffi c, bus and taxi parking and not well 
developed. Venice deserves a fresh and innovative city entrance, 
which determines the entry situation in a staged and architectural 
way at the same time. This new entrance situation should leave all 
the places functions as they are and just add missing features for 
arriving people to involve them directly in Venices unique urban si-
tuations. A second target for our design was to integrate the famous 
Biennale exhibition into the new entrance design and combine the 
urban space with this popular arts and architecture exhibition to wel-
come also the visitors who come for this event. Through this urban 
and architectural design targets, the Piazza Roma shouldn’t be a 
noisy traffi c place anymore, it rather should be a staged city-entran-
ce, which creates a new and contemporary icon for Venice.

In context of the design targets, the main Piazza Roma concept is 
to create a new space without changing the existing functions. So 
the space, which is missing for amenities and stay will be lifted up 
in the air through a tall tower structure. These missing functions are 
a Skybar for enjoying the city from above in 60 m height, a tourist 
information and a bookstore, as well as a huge exhibition space for 
outsourced Biennale exhibitions and an observation platform. The 
concept behind this functions and the height is, that Venice itself 
becomes the main exhibit. The functions are located in more than 
60 meters height and divided in three cubic glass building volumes. 
The facade of these volumes is composed of highly effective LED-
glass, that glows in the dark. These allows the tower to become 
a glowing icon above the roofs of Venice. It determines the new 
entrance situation and creates an icon, that can be seen from way 
far. This is also the explanation for the projects Italian name Luce 
Sulla Citta, which means “light above the city”. So one hand it I a 
new local amenity and entrance for everyone living in or visiting 
Venice and on the other hand it generates a new iconic and archi-
tectural Piazza Roma “in the sky”.

Another important design aspect is the structure of the tower. It is 
a hybrid and biomimic structural system, which “infects” the Piazza 
Roma and lifts up the three building volumes. This system creates 
a highly aesthetic and detailed tower, which fi ts to the playful aes-
thetics of Venice. This hybrid structure is made out of different beam 
and rope systems, that react on traction forces, as well as com-
pression forces and supports a main linear tower structure, known 
from cranes and light constructions like antennas. At the same time 
the hybrid creates interesting spaces on the ground an generates 
roof systems for the taxi and bus stations, as well as new areas for 
waiting and coffee spots. The development is reached by a steel 
staircase, which is located in the hybrid structure and primarily used 
for emergency exits, and also a lighted up elevator, which is used 
for the majority of possible visitors to reach the Skybar and the other 
building volumes. The elevator is lighted up as well and creates the 
illusion of a levitating development. 

With the Piazza Roma concept, there comes a special light concept 
for the whole city of Venice. All Vaporetto stations will be redesigned 
with LED-glass and become glowing cubes on the canals of the city. 
From the Luce Sulla Citta tower observation platform, the tourists 
and visitors can see glowing cubes distributed all over the urban 
and water space. This creates a nearly interactive light experience, 
which involves the whole area of Venice and can be seen also from 
far and especially from Mestre.

All in all, this Lighthouse competition design “Luce Sulla Citta” is a 
new entrance icon for the city of Venice and creates a usable and 
aesthetic Piazza Roma, which makes the arriving visitors stay and 
get an idea of what Venice looks from above. It is an orientation 
point and an architectural highlight, which fi ts perfectly to the city 
and the staged exhibitions and urban structures.

WORLD LOCATION

Venice is located in the northeast of italy and consists of 118 small 
islands separated by canals and linked by bridges. It is located in 
the marshy Venetian Lagoon which stretches along the shoreline 
between the mouths of the Po and the Piave Rivers

PLANNING FIELD

The Piazza Roma is a large parking and entrance place in the 
Sestiere Santa Groce in Venice. The place connects the old part 
of Venice with the San Marco airport and Mestre via different bus  
lines and taxis.

EXPANDING THE BIENNALE TO THE CITY

The Venice Biennale is very concentrated in the east of the old 
town. The „Luce Sulla Citta“ spreads the exhibition into other parts 
of the city and creates an exhibition space on the Piaza Roma.

EXPANDING THE BIENNALE TO THE CITY

The Venice Biennale is very concentrated in the east of the old 
town. The „Luce Sulla Citta“ spreads the exhibition into other parts 
of the city and creates an exhibition space on the Piaza Roma.

URBAN AND BUILDING CONCEPT

The concept combines parking, and an exhibition on the existing 
Piaza Roma and generates a stunning entrance situation for in-
coming Venice-Visitors.

LIGHTING CONCEPT

The building volumes are lighted up through highly effective 
LED-facades. This light sculpture generates a new, temporary 
icon for Venice and the Biennale exhibition.

HYBRID STRUCTURE INFECTION

To lift the volumes above the city, a hybrid structural system is 
used. The system kind of infects the Piazza Roma and integrates  
itself at the same time in the colourful and detailled old city center 
Storico.

FUNCTIONS

The tower cubes are divided in three function. The lower one con-
tains a skybar. The middle volume contains the tourist and exhibi-
tion information, as well as a bookstore. The upper one contains 
a whole Biennale exhibition space and the observation platform.

SITE PLAN 1:1000

BIENNALE VISITOR STATISTICS

The Venice Biennale was visited by more than 178.000 people 
in 2012 and it is expected, that the number of visitors will perma-
nently increase in the upcoming years.

CREATING VOLUMES

The functional areas generate three building volumes, fl oating 
above the city center of Venice. These three cubes are connected 
through stairs and a central elevator.

INFRASTRUCTURAL ACCESSIBILITY

The old town of Venice is mostly reached by busses and trains. 
Further it can be reached by cars, which have to park in the Pia-
za Roma area, or through ships and ferries.

PLACE RELOCATION 

To reach an ideal usabilty of this central place, it will be relocated 
up to 60 - 80 meters above the roofs of Venice. So the bus and 
taxi parking space can be used as before.

SITE LOCATION AND  URBAN ATTRACTORS

The site and building ground Piaza Roma is located in the 
northwest of the old town. The most important attractors are 
Lido, San Marco and the Venice Biennale.

DIVISION INTO NEW FUNCTIONAL AREAS

The new place will be subdivided into nearly equal parts of diffe-
rent uses, which are a Skybar, tourist information/bookstore and 
a big Biennale exhibition space.
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